Abstract. We present a new low-complexity method for modeling and coding the bitplanes of a wavelet-transformed image in a fully embedded fashion. The scheme uses a simple ordering model for embedding, based on the principle that coe cient bits that are likely to reduce the distortion the most should be described rst in the encoded bitstream. The ordering model is tied to a conditioning model in a way that deinterleaves the conditioned subsequences of coe cient bits, making them amenable to coding with a very simple, adaptive elementary Golomb code. The proposed scheme, without relying on zerotrees or arithmetic coding, attains PSNR vs. bit rate performance superior to that of SPIHT, and competitive with its arithmetic coding variant, SPIHT-AC.
Introduction
Progressive image compression refers to the encoding of an image into a bitstream that can be parsed e ciently to obtain lower rate and lower resolution descriptions of the image. Such descriptions are said to be SNR signal to noise ratio and resolution scalable. Most state-of-the-art progressive image compression schemes are based on a wavelet transform followed by quantization of the transform coe cients. The multi-resolution nature of the wavelet transform leads to resolution scalability in a straightforward way. In this paper we focus on SNR scalability, where the goal is to produce a so called embedded bitstream which has the property that the pre xes of the bitstream yield a continuum of lower rate descriptions of the image at the highest possible levels of quality.
An attractive approach for achieving SNR scalability within the wavelet transform framework is to describe the coe cients sequentially by bitplanes, from most signi cant to least. Here, sequential description by bitplanes plays a dual role in quantization and progressive transmission, by realizing a sequence of successively rened uniform quantizers. This approach w as rst proposed in 1 . Since then many o f the advances in progressive image compression have centered around improvements to the lossless compression of the binary bitplane data, and two basic approaches have emerged: The zerotree-based approach of 1 , which seeks to achieve compression through a carefully designed ordering of coe cients within bitplanes; and the more traditional context modeling approach rooted in the classical modeling coding dichotomy 2 . The latter was originally investigated in 3 , and the best results to date have been reported in 5 using a fairly complex set of contexts. The most signi cant enhancement of the zerotree approach since 1 is the SPIHT algorithm of 4 .
The original motivation for describing the coe cients in order of decreasing bitplane signi cance, namely that this results in a maximal drop in distortion per bit of description, is also a sound guiding principle in ordering bits coming from di erent coe cients, i.e., information that is likely to reduce distortion the most should be described rst. We refer to this observation as the embedding principle. Thus, probabilistic modeling is as important for optimal embedding as it is for coding. In fact, the embedding principle combined with adaptive modeling could lead to orderings that do not preserve bitplane sequence, with bits from a lower bitplane being described before a higher bitplane is completed. This approach w as investigated in 7 , leading to a fairly e ective but complex coding algorithm.
In this work, we take the low complexity road, and we build on the embedding principle to construct a simple yet very e cient algorithm for bitplane compression. We observe that the interaction between embedding and conditioning models is a complex one, since reordering for embedding clearly a ects causality relations inherent to the models. Therefore, lacking a tractable way to optimize this interaction, we adopt a greedy" approach that gives preference to ordering, unlike in 6 , where the opposite preference is given. This leads to a two-tiered ordering conditioning model, which results in the generation of independent subsequences of coe cient bits, one subsequence associated with each ordering context. By virtue of the ordering, each subsequence is available for encoding as a contiguous block, thus allowing for the use of a very simple adaptive code, referred to as an elementary Golomb code. Thus, in e ect, when the ordering model is regarded also as a conditioning model, we have deinterleaved the conditioned subsequences, making an arithmetic coder less of a necessity, a fact that is formally justi ed in the sequel.
Moreover, as we use a very simple model, our scheme overcomes some of the limitations of the zerotree and traditional context modeling approaches. In particular, the zerotree approach su ers from an entanglement of modeling, coding, and algorithmic issues that makes it di cult to engineer for di erent applications, some of which might nd the necessary data structures problematic in certain memory-limited environments. Also, the zerotree approach does not directly yield resolution-scalable bitstreams. The traditional context modeling approach, in turn, su ers from its reliance on the relatively complex machinery of adaptive arithmetic coding. Despite its simplicity, and without relying on zerotrees or arithmetic coding, our scheme is fully embedded and attains SNR vs. bitrate performance that is superior to that of SPIHT and is competitive with its arithmetic coding version SPIHT-AC. Section 2 elaborates on probabilistic aspects of the embedding principle. Section 3 then describes the image compression algorithm. This is followed by a redundancy analysis of elementary Golomb codes in Section 4. Section 5 presents experimental compression results and comparisons with SPIHT and SPIHT-AC. Section 6 highlights the low-complexity features of the proposed image compression algorithm, and Section 7 concludes the paper by mentioning some potential enhancements to the algorithm.
The embedding principle
We rst review some of the basic elements of bitplane coding of wavelet transform coe cients. The rst step is the application of a wavelet transform to the image data to obtain a set of transform coe cients x i , where the index i denotes some scanning order of the transformed image, and its range is omitted for the sake of conciseness. Optimal ordering. The embedding principle is best appreciated by w ay of the following simple scenario. Consider the decomposition of a set S of coe cient bits into two binary subsequences S j ; j = 1; 2. Let D j bethe expected reduction in distortion induced by learning a bit from S j and let R j bethe expected rate measured in bits perpixel required to encode this bit. Suppose further that the sequences of distortion reductions and instantaneous rates are each independent and identically distributed i. Context modeling for ordering and coding. The above scenario assumes that the decomposition of S into S 1 and S 2 is known a priori to the encoder and the decoder. In practice, however, this decomposition must be based on previously encoded information and the most e ective mechanism for isolating sequences of symbols with similar conditional statistics is context modeling. Depending on the choice of contexts, the fundamental decodability constraint that context determining information betransmitted rst may signi cantly cut down on the exibility in optimizing the encoding order for embedding. For example, if the context for determining whether a particular bit belongs to S 1 or S 2 contains bits from S 2 , these latter bits must be encoded rst, irrespective of embedding considerations. Thus, the encoding of S 1 and S 2 may have to be interleaved based on the causal succession of contexts. Such a c hoice of contexts might be optimal for the overall compression of S 1 and S 2 but the resulting interleaved encoding leads to suboptimal embedding. As it seems intractable to nd the bestcombination, the compromise we strike is to establish a two-stage hierarchy of contexts. The rst stage of this hierarchy is a function only of previously encoded information outside of S and is used to determine S 1 and S 2 and possibly more sequences for ordering purposes. The second stage reverts to ordinary context modeling constrained by the selected ordering.
Application of the embedding principle. Let us specialize the discussion further to the problem of encoding the n-th bitplane b n;i after b n+1;i have beenencoded for all i. Thus, the set S of coe cient bits corresponds to all of the fb n;i g, the bits from the n-th bitplane. We assume the average squared error distortion measure, and that the wavelet transform is su ciently near orthogonal that reductions in distortion in the transform domain correspond to equivalent reductions in distortion in the image domain, an important consideration in applying the above scenario. The rst stage of the two-stage context hierarchy described above decomposes S only on the basis of the values of b n+1;i into a collection of subsequences S j of coe cient bits having similar distortion reduction per rate of description D j =R j statistics. The sequences are then encoded separately in order of decreasing values of D j =R j . Next, we investigate these statistics and show that under general conditions the embedding principle leads to ordering signi cance bits according to their probability of being one. The analysis also nds conditions under which signi cance bits should be encoded before re nement bits.
We start with the re nement bits. Prior to learning a re nement bit b n;i it is known that x i b e l o n g s t o a n i n terval of width n+1 = 2 n+1 . Learning b n;i halves the width of this uncertainty interval to n . Let I denote the conditioning information fb n+1;i ; sgnx i g, and let I k denote the re ned information fb n;i =k;b n+1;i ; sgnx i g for k = 0; 1. Assuming reconstruction at the mean, 1 Prior to learning a signi cance bit b n;i , in turn, it is known that x i 2, n+1 ; n+1 . This is re ned to x i 2 , n ; n if b n;i = 0, and to x i 2 sgnx i n ; n+1 otherwise. Letting p j = Probb n;i = 1jb n+1 = 0 for signi cance bits from subsequence S j , and assuming that the coe cients corresponding to bits from this subsequence are distributed according to a density f j which is symmetric around zero, it can be shown that for reconstruction at the mean the average distortion reduction is D j = p j E 2 f j x i jI 1 . Furthermore, assuming e cient compression of b n;i and no compression of the sign as the additional savings do not justify the increase in complexity, the average rate of description per bit is R j = p j + Hp j , where Hp j bits are required on average for the b n;i and one bit is required with probability p j for the sign. Hence, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 1 If the coe cients corresponding to signi cance bits b n;i from sequence S j are distributed according to the symmetric density f j , then the average 1 The subsequent analysis can also be carried out for reconstruction at the midpoint. distortion reduction per average bit of description of the b n;i is given by
f j x i jI 1 p j + Hp j :
It can be readily veri ed that the quantity p=p + Hp is monotonically increasing in p. Therefore, if the f j are such that E f j x i jI 1 is non-decreasing in p j , then p j serves as a convenient criterion for ordering sequences of signi cance bits. In particular, the sequences S j with larger p j should be encoded rst. It turns out that each family of generalized Gaussian distributions with xed exponent on the x i , and, in particular, the family of Laplacian distributions, has this property. More generally, i t c a n beshown that any scale-family obtained from a symmetric density fx has the desired monotonicity property if fax 1 =fax 2 is non-decreasing in a for all 0 x 1 x 2 . Similarly, if, as in 7 , we use the simplifying assumption that x i conditioned on I 1 is uniformly distributed, then the monotonicity property holds trivially, since in that case E 2 f j x i jI 1 = 9 =4 2 n is independent of p j . larger than about .01, indicating that for these values of p j signi cance bits should be encoded before re nement bits. Under a Laplacian assumption on the distribution of the x i , this threshold is somewhat larger. This does suggest the possibility that it may bebene cial to encode re nement bits before subsequences of signi cance bits with very small p j . Similar conclusions were reached in 7 .
To summarize, the above analysis motivates the use of p j as a criterion for ordering the encoding of signi cance bits as well as the already common practice of encoding signi cance information before re nement information, except when p j is very small. Notice that the ordering problem is simpler than the coding problem: only the relative ordering of the p j 's must beestimated and not the actual values.
Algorithm
In this section, we describe an algorithm for coding bitplanes of wavelet coecients that is motivated by the considerations of the previous section, and by a low-complexity goal. As a result of the above discussion, we build a hierarchy of a few simple contexts, the rst level of which classi es the b n;i into subsequences S n;1 ; : : : ; S n;K based only on bitplanes m through n + 1 . We model the subsequences S n;j as being mutually independent, encode them separately, and order the resulting bitstreams based on an anticipated relative ordering of D j =R j .
It turns out that for most natural images, the bulk of the compression gain due to conditioning is obtained through the rst stage in the hierarchy. This fortuitous result opens the door to very low-complexity compression since each S j can be compressed independently under the i.i.d. assumption, a task for which full edged adaptive arithmetic coding might b e less of a necessity, as shown in Section 4.
We n o w specify the subsequence classi cation. Let fi be the index of the parent of coe cient x i , where we refer to the usual parent-child relationship 1 among wavelet coe cients, and let Ni denote the set of indices k of an as yet unspeci ed collection of spatially contiguous neighborsx k of x i from the same frequency band as x i . We partition the n-th bitplane into four binary subsequences S n;j ; j = 1 ; : : : ; 4, which are respectively: Let p n;j 4 = Probb n;i = 1 for subsequence S n;j . Subsequence S n;3 is referred to as the run subsequence as we expect p n;3 to be very small and, therefore, S n;3 to exhibit long runs of zeros. In fact, we would expect a priori that p n;1 p n;2 p n;3 . This was indeed found to bethe case for all the images examined. Thus, Proposition 1 and the ensuing discussion suggest that the S n;j beencoded in the order S n;1 ; S n;2 ; and S n;3 , followed by the re nement bits S n;4 . However, it turns out that in some cases, especially at low bitrates, encoding S n;4 before S n;3 leads to better embedding, as suggested by the small value of p n;3 and the results of the previous section. For a negligible compression overhead and a modest increase in complexity, the encoding order can be made adaptive based on learning the relative order of the p n;j .
For the second level of the context hierarchy, it was found to be bene cial for some images to further decompose the run subsequence S n;3 within each level of the wavelet decomposition based on b n;fi , t h e v alue of the n-th bitplane of the parent o f x i . Thus, S l;0 n;3 consists of those b n;i from S n;3 at level l of the wavelet decomposition with i satisfying b n;fi = 0 , a n d S l;1 n;3 consists of those b n;i with b n;fi = 1 . We have added the superscript l to emphasize that causality constraints require that these subsequences be encoded in order of decreasing l.
The subsequences are compressed independently using the adaptive codes of Section 4, except for S n;4 , the re nement subsequence, which is appended to the bitstream uncoded. The adaptive codes are built on an extended alphabet in which the value b n;i = 1 for a signi cance bit always marks the end of a symbol. The sign of the coe cient whose one-valued bit terminated the extended symbol is appended uncoded to the bitstream, following the encoding of the symbol.
Speci c features incorporated into the coder used to obtain Table 1 are:
1. 9-7 biorthogonal wavelet decomposition 8 with 6 levels.
2. The neighborhoodNi o f x i consists of the indices of the eight coe cients spatially adjacent t o x i . 3. The scanning of the subsequences is as follows. Each band at level l is partitioned into macro-blocks of size 2 7,l 2 7,l . The zig-zag scan is used within each macroblock. Within each level, the bands are scanned in the order: high horizontal-low vertical, low vertical-high horizontal, high vertical-high horizontal. The levels are scanned from highest level lowest frequency to lowest level highest frequency. 4. The mean of the lowest frequency band coe cients is subtracted prior to quantization. The bits of these coe cients are appended uncoded along with the sign information when a coe cient bit is non-zero for the rst time. 5. The reconstruction value of a coe cient is always in the middle of the most recently available uncertainty i n terval.
Separate bitstreams are generated for each subsequence from each bitplane. The subbitstreams can berearranged o -line on byte boundaries for optimal embedding.
Complexity tradeo s. We i n vestigated block based classi cation using 2x2 blocks of spatially contiguous coe cients having the same parent. The classi cation rule is the same as above except Ni, the neighborhood of x i , now consists of the the indices of the other 3 coe cients in x i 's block. This reduces the numberof memory accesses for subsequence classi cation. Block classi cation has a cost of about .1dB on most natural images, and a somewhat higher cost for some arti cial images such as compound documents. An additional simpli cation can be obtained by changing the scanning of the subsequences from the scan order of item 3 above, to a raster scan, which may benecessary in memory-limited applications. The cost of using a raster scan ranges between 0 and .1 dB for natural images, while for arti cial images the di erence is often more signi cant, both positively and negatively.
Elementary Golomb codes
By the modeling considerations discussed in sections 2 and 3, our goal is to encode independent binary subsequences, which are modeled as i.i.d. using a low-complexity adaptive code. It was found empirically that for S n;1 ; S n;2 ; and S n;3 , the subsequences that are actually coded, the probability p n;j of a one satis es p n;j :5. Therefore, in the subsequent analysis of binary data compression, we can assume that in all cases the probability q of a zero satis es q 0:5. For a positive integer parameter m, let E G m denote a variable-to-variable length code de ned over the extended alphabet f1; 01; 001; : : : ; 0 m,1 1; 0 m g, where the notation 0`denotes a sequence of zeros. Under E G m , the extended symbol 0 m is encoded with a 0, while 0`1, 0 ` m, is encoded with a 1 followed by the binary representation of`using blog mc bits if` 2 dlog me , m and dlog me bits otherwise, where logarithms are taken to the base 2. By considering a concatenation of extended input symbols, it is easy to see that E G m is equivalent t o a Golomb code 9 of order m applied to the sequence of zero-run lengths. However, E G m is de ned over a nite alphabet which provides for better adaptation, as shown below. In fact, these codes were introduced in 10 , 11 , and 12 in the context of adaptive run-length coding. We will refer to E G m as an elementary Golomb code of order m.
In this section we present new properties of elementary Golomb codes which provide insight into their well-known e ciency for encoding i.i.d. binary sequences over a surprisingly wide range of values of q. We also elaborate on adaptive strategies for the case in which m is a power of 2. First, notice that by the equivalence with Golomb codes, we can apply results from 13 to show that the order m of the best elementary Golomb code for a given value of q is the unique positive i n teger satisfying q m + q m+1 1 q m + q m,1 : When q is unknown a priori, elementary Golomb codes are superior to Golomb codes in that the value of m can be adapted within a run, based on the current estimate of q. However, to design an adaptive strategy for E G m based on 1 can be a complex procedure. By reducing the family of codes to the case where m = 2 g , the redundancy is still very small for the ranges of interest, while the adaptation turns out to beextremely simple. In addition, the code words for the extended symbols ending in a one are all g + 1 bits long and can beeasily implemented. By Proposition 3, the values of q for which there is a transition point between optimal codes E G 2 g are ; 1=2 ; 1=4 ; : : : ; 2 ,`; : : : . By use of tools developed in 17 it can be shown that these values are also local maxima for the minimum relative redundancy of the codes. These maxima are decreasing with the order of the codes, so that the worst case redundancy is attained at q = 0:618 and it equals 1=H , 1 4.
As for adaptivity, notice that, with denoting the golden ratio, the transition points satisfy q
where g can beshown to bea decreasing function of g that ranges between + 1=2 , 1= ln 0:04 g = 0, and 0 g ! 1. Since 1:618 and 1= ln 2:078, 3 implies that q=1 , q i s w i t h i n 4 o f 2 g+1 , 1=2 + 1 =8 for every g 0. Since q=1 , q can beestimated as the ratio of the numberof zeros to the number of ones in the sequence, it follows that the optimal g can be adaptively estimated through simple shift and add operations. As in 18 , provisions should be taken to implement a forgetting factor for the remote past. More complex adaptation strategies for dual-tree codes are proposed in 19 .
The above low-complexity adaptive coding scheme is used for all the mutually independent subsequences described in Section 3, except for S l;0 n;3 . In this case, we use a v ariation of this scheme including a dual mode adaptation with a short run" mode and a long run" mode. The coder always starts up in the short run mode, and when a run of zeros longer than a pre-set constant say, 8 is encountered a transition is made into the long run mode which completes the encoding of the run. This method can be viewed as a simple two-state variation of elementary Golomb codes, for cases where an i.i.d. model is inappropriate. Table 1 shows PSNR 2 gures for the proposed low complexity c o d e r on some of the 8bpp luminance images from the ISO JPEG2000 test set. The three rows of PSNR's for each image are respectively for the proposed coder, SPIHT-AC, and SPIHT. The numbers for SPIHT-AC and SPIHT were obtained using the executables kindly made available by W.A. Pearlman on his website. As can be seen, our coder rarely performs worse than .1dB below SPIHT-AC, and it is typically between .3 and .6dB above SPIHT. For example, for .5bpp, our coder's PSNR is on the average .04dB below that of SPIHT-AC, and .5dB above that of SPIHT. Table 1 : PSNR dB vs. output bit rate for proposed coder , SPIHT-AC y, and SPIHT z, on images from the JPEG2000 benchmark set.
Results

Complexity issues
The algorithm of Section 3 has some clear complexity advantages. Arithmetic coding is avoided as is the extensive memory usage of SPIHT and other zerotree-based coders. Unlike zerotree-based coders, the encoder can generate the bitstreams for all bitplanes simultaneously in a single pass through the transform coe cients, when o ine reordering of the bitstreams is possible. Furthermore, when su cient memory resources are available, the decoding of long runs of zeros can be accelerated by the use of lists to remember the locations of signi cant coe cients, a technique borrowed from SPIHT. Coders based on context-adaptive arithmetic coding, on the other hand, are not as amenable to this technique.
The complexity advantages of the proposed coding algorithm stem from an explicit approach to the optimal embedding problem, which motivates the two-stage hierarchy o f c o n texts which, in turn, allows for the low-complexity encoding of deinterleaved subsequences of coe cient bitplanes with similar statistics.
Conclusion
We h a ve proposed a new low-complexity method for coding the bitplanes of a wavelettransformed image actually the algorithm, to a large extent, can be tailored to work with any type of transform. In terms of PSNR our coder is competitive with SPIHT-AC and superior to SPIHT. We believe that the principal advantage of the proposed coder over zerotree-based schemes is that it embodies a cleaner separation between modeling, coding, and algorithmic components. This seems useful from an engineering perspective since it simpli es the problem of tuning the algorithm for particular applications hardware, software and performance vs. complexity tradeo s. This also opens the possibility for further modeling improvements.
Potential enhancements to the proposed coder which are under investigation include incorporating further context modeling for coding within the run subsequence S n;3 , where the i.i.d. assumption seems to be weakest, and classifying based on larger blocks in the block version of the algorithm.
